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	Following the footsteps of the first edition, the second edition of Business Intelligence is a full overview of what comprises business intelligence. It is intended to provide an introduction to the concepts to uncomplicate the learning process when implementing a business intelligence program.


	Over a relatively long lifetime (7 years), the current edition of book has received numerous accolades from across the industry for its straightforward introduction to both business and technical aspects of business intelligence.


	As an author, David Loshin has a distinct ability to translate challenging topics into a framework that is easily digestible by managers, business analysts, and technologists alike. In addition, his material has developed a following (such as the recent Master Data Management book) among practitioners and key figures in the industry (both analysts and vendors) and that magnifies our ability to convey the value of this book.

	
		Guides managers through developing, administering, or simply understanding business intelligence technology
	
		Keeps pace with the changes in best practices, tools, methods and processes used to transform an organization's data into actionable knowledge
	
		Contains a handy, quick-reference to technologies and terminology.
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Atlas of Upper Gastrointestinal and Hepato-Pancreato-Biliary SurgerySpringer, 2007

	This atlas covers in detail the technical aspects of all important procedures of the upper abdomen (esophagus, duodenum, stomach, liver, biliary system, pancreas, portal hypertension and spleen) including general, oncologic and transplantation surgery. Each procedure is associated with a short comment regarding indications of the various...
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From Java to C#Addison Wesley, 2004
This book provides a comprehensive introduction to the C# programming language introduced by Microsoft with the first official release in February 2002. C# is part of a much larger project called .NET, which provides a vast library of classes allowing software developers to create applications to meet almost any need in the industrial and research...
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Global Distributed Applications With Windows DNA (Artech House Computing Library)Artech House Publishers, 2000
Provides a full description of the Microsoft Windows Distributed Internet Applications Architecture (DNA), its purpose, and its proper use for Internet applications development. DLC: Microsoft Windows (Computer file).

Welcome to Global Distributed Applications With Windows DNA. You have probably made a number of assumptions simply by...
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Model Driven Engineering Languages and Systems: 10th International Conference, MoDELS 2007, Nashville, USA, September 30 - October 5, 2007, ... / Programming and Software Engineering)Springer, 2007

	This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 10th International Conference on Model Driven Engineering Languages and Systems (formerly the UML series of conferences), MODELS 2007, held in Nashville, USA, September 30 - October 5, 2007. The 45 revised full papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 158 initial submissions. The...
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Beginning Relational Data Modeling, Second EditionApress, 2005
Data storage design, and awareness of how data needs to be utilized within an organization, is of prime importance in ensuring that company data systems work efficiently. If you need to know how to capture the information needs of a business system in a relational database model, but don’t know where to start, then this is the book for...
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Knowledge and Ignorance of Self in Platonic PhilosophyCambridge University Press, 2019

	Knowledge and Ignorance of Self in Platonic Philosophy is the first volume of essays dedicated to the whole question of self-knowledge and its role in Platonic philosophy. It brings together established and rising scholars from every interpretative school of Plato studies, and a variety of texts from across Plato's corpus - including the...
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